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Abstract—The short term electric load forecasting which is generally from one hour to one week is one of the intelligent electric grid (smart grid), for control of stable load supply hour-to-hour or day-to-day. The difficulty of short time forecasting is that the trend of time series usually change, and the non-adaptive auto-regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) could not fit accurately. To solve that problem, conventional adaptive ARIMA with constant forgetting factor that gives a larger weight to more recent train data for dealing with non-stationary change of stochastic disturbance. The forgetting factor governs the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm. However, constant forgetting factor usually result in over-fitting that increases forecasting error. A new adaptive ARIMA is proposed in this paper to improve the accuracy with lazy learning algorithm to reduce over-fitting error.

Index Terms—Intelligent electric grid, RLS algorithm, forgetting factor, ARIMA, lazy learning algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Electric power quality is the vital consideration of steady power supply in industry. The running well power quality could be defined as stable electric load with normal range that is determined by technical requirement.\textsuperscript{[1]}

The intelligent electric grid could improve the efficiency and reduce rates of power supply anomalies and fluctuations. For smart grid, the system is established with a variety of infrastructure, electric equipment and intelligence system\textsuperscript{[2]}. The intelligence layer in electric utility could establish a more responsive grid that balances the power supply and demand.

In industry, technologies of intelligent grid includes analyzing data that is gathered from electric devices and integrating the intelligent operation systems. The purpose of intelligent system is to decrease the possibility rate of power outages, which could improve economic benefits, according to industry standard that excessive amplitude of power fluctuations could result in damage of electrical equipment.

The smart monitoring device could improve the robustness and reliability of distributive power grid.\textsuperscript{[3]}

Prediction of electric load is one part of the construction of intelligent grid composites with intelligent electric devices and related intelligent software. It is possible to adjust the electric load in stable way by analyzing forecasting results, which is vital part of production of power generation and supply in smart grid.\textsuperscript{[4]}

There are several related methods of short term electric load forecasting are commonly used in engineering, such as neural network, regression. The neural network is a non-parametric model and has advanced supervise learning ability but needs to be trained before applied\textsuperscript{[5]}. Regression is a conventional method that it is able to determine the relative influence of one or more predictor variables to the criterion value. However, it is easy for regression to result in over-fitting or under-fitting.

In this paper, ARIMA model that is usually used in nonlinear time series is selected to be improved to get result that is more accurate. However, conventional non-adaptive ARIMA has a drawback of its static model that could not refresh fitness when the trend of time series have changed. That drawback results in decrease of the forecasting accuracy.

II. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM

A. Difficulties of short time period forecasting

Difficulties of short time period electricity load forecasting usually include two parts. First difficulty is non-stationary change of stochastic disturbance in short-term electricity demand. Second difficulty is non-stationary change of trend in short-term electricity demand. Forecasting method for short-term electricity demand should be robust and adaptive against non-stationary change.\textsuperscript{[6]}

The non-adaptive ARIMA (p,d,q) is shown as following:

\[ Y_t = (\phi_1 Y_{t-1} + \phi_2 Y_{t-2} + \ldots + \phi_p Y_{t-p}) \gamma^d + \epsilon_t + \theta_1 \epsilon_{t-1} + \ldots + \theta_q \epsilon_{t-q} \]  

(1)

Moreover, the coefficients of function are:

\[ \Psi = (\phi_1, \phi_2, \ldots, \phi_p) \]  

(2)

\[ \Theta = (\theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots, \theta_q) \]  

(3)

Difference operator is:

\[ \nabla^d Y_t = Y_t - Y_{t-d} \]  

(4)

B. CONVENTIONAL ADAPTIVE ARIMA MODEL

That above non-adaptive ARIMA (p,d,q) model need to be updated according to non-stationary change of time series data including sharp demand change in short period. To solve those problems, considering the adaptive ARIMA model to fit
better. In addition, conventional adaptive ARIMA is based on RLS-forgetting factor algorithm, as one of the Kalman filters family, which is used to increase the weight of more recent train data. Because the performance of RLS algorithm in stability and tracking is based on forgetting factor, as mention above, constant forgetting factor has an unwanted performance of overfitting. Conventional Adaptive ARIMA of RLS-forgetting factor update parameters\(^7\) in this following way. The error between forecasted data and actual data \(Y_t\):

\[
L(t) = \sum_{j=p+1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} Y_i - ((\varphi_1 Y_{t-1} + \varphi_2 Y_{t-2} + \cdots + \varphi_p Y_{t-p})^d + e_i + \theta_1 e_{i-1} + \cdots + \theta_q e_{i-q})
\]

The weighted least squares error function C which is desire to minimize:

\[
C(\Psi) = \lambda^{n-1} L(t)^2
\]

\[
C(\Theta) = \lambda^{n-1} L(t)^2
\]

\(\lambda\) is constant forgetting factor, \(\lambda \in (0,1)\).

Adaptation of forecasting function's coefficient \(\Psi\) and \(\Theta\) to minimize \(C(\Psi)\) and \(C(\Theta)\), and the \(\Psi^*\) and \(\Theta^*\) are calculated as following:

\[
\Psi^* = \arg\min C(\Psi)
\]

\[
\Theta^* = \arg\min C(\Theta)
\]

However, the drawbacks of the conventional Adaptive ARIMA model is that the RLS-Forgetting factor algorithm by using constant \(\lambda\) is proposed but constant \(\lambda\) need to be decided by experiment and is not enough for Adaptation of ARIMA against overfitting problem\(^8\). For example, when \(\lambda\) is close to 1, which results in low misadjustment & good stability and tracking capabilities are reduced in the same time. When \(\lambda\) is smaller, it could improves tracking capabilities, but increases misadjustment. Therefore, we need variable weight parameter, and it is proposed by using recursive least square algorithm, and KNN-weight algorithm.

### III. PROPOSED METHOD

#### A. Observation time window

Lazy learning algorithm provides useful training algorithms based on local time series data. In this paper, KNN that is one of the lazy learning algorithms is used to select the train data for local learning could create observation time window.

The k-nearest neighbors (KNN) is a kind of lazy learning algorithm, which is usually used to applied into local learning. Generally, KNN is based on the Euclidean distance to calculate similarity between center points and other samples. However, this paper proposes a method to select the train data to establish the observation time window by using KNN’s idea.

The observation time window could choose k points nearest to the most recent data point \(x_t\) and \(x_t\) is the t-th sample point nearest to \(x_t\). In the observation time window, measuring the Euclidean distance between \(x_t\) and \(x_{t}\), and that is related to Gaussian RBF for giving larger weight to more recent data. The observation time window is used for solving the problem of overfitting and underfitting.

#### B. Update of parameters

The RLS algorithm is used for the update of ARIMA model’s parameters to make adaptive prediction. It is noteworthy that parameter update could avoid overfitting caused by the not good global learning\(^9\).

Additionally, the idea of lazing learning algorithm, which is do local learning, could solve the problem of overfitting with a novel selection method of train data and determination of adaptive weights that has better performance than constant forgetting factor\(^10\).

Proposed adaptation method of weight and (p, d, q) parameters based on lazy learning algorithm is delivered to improve the prediction performance. Every time a point is predicted, the parameter is updated once. The proposed parameters update of adaptive ARIMA (p, d, q) is given as follows:

\[
Y_t = (\varphi_1 Y_{t-1} + \varphi_2 Y_{t-2} + \cdots + \varphi_p Y_{t-p})^d + e_t + \theta_1 e_{t-1} + \cdots + \theta_q e_{t-q}
\]

\(\Psi^*\) is such that min \(w(z_t) L(t)^2\)

\(\Theta^*\) is such that min \(w(z_t) L(t)^2\)

Where

\[
w(z_t) = \exp\{(e_t \| z_t - z_{\tau} \|^2)\}
\]

\(e_t\) is smoothing factor, and equals 0.5;

\(z_t, z_{\tau}\) are normalized \(x_t\) and \(x_{\tau}\):

\[
z_t = \frac{x_t - \min(X)}{\max(X) - \min(X)}
\]

\[
z_{\tau} = \frac{x_{\tau} - \min(X)}{\max(X) - \min(X)}
\]

And error function is:

\[
L(t) = \sum_{i=q+1}^{p} \sum_{j=q+1}^{n} Y_i - ((\varphi_1 Y_{t-1} + \varphi_2 Y_{t-2} + \cdots + \varphi_p Y_{t-p})^d + e_t + \theta_1 e_{t-1} + \cdots + \theta_q e_{t-q})
\]

\(\Psi^*\) and \(\Theta^*\) are given by solving the equation of partial derivatives, and get coefficient \(\Psi^*\) and \(\Theta^*\):

\[
\frac{\partial C(\Psi)}{\partial \Psi} = \sum_{j=p+1}^{n} 2w(z_t) L(t) \frac{\partial L(t)}{\partial \Psi}
\]

\[
= - \sum_{j=p+1}^{n} 2w(z_t) L(t) \sum_{q=1}^{p} \varphi_q^* Y_{t-q} \frac{\partial^2 L(t)}{\partial \Psi} = 0
\]

\[
\tau = 1, 2, 3, ..., p
\]

\[
\frac{\partial C(\Theta)}{\partial \Theta} = \sum_{j=q+1}^{n} 2w(z_t) L(t) \frac{\partial L(t)}{\partial \Theta}
\]

\[
= - \sum_{j=q+1}^{n} 2w(z_t) L(t) e(t) \frac{\partial^2 L(t)}{\partial \Theta} = 0
\]

\[
\tau = 1, 2, 3, ..., q
\]
Replacing $\Psi$ with $\Psi^*$, and getting forecasted time series $Y_t$:

$$Y_t = (\phi_1^* Y_{t-1} + \phi_2^* Y_{t-2} + \cdots + \phi_p^* Y_{t-p}) \Psi^*$$

$$+ \varepsilon_t + \theta_1^* e_{t-1} + \cdots + \theta_q^* e_{t-q}$$

(17)

IV. EXPERIMENT

The experiments and associated results are based on above methodology. The proposed method is tested with a case study of a city’s electric load of south China, selecting two days data from summer period (case data-1) and spring period (case data-2). Additionally, first 15 hours are train data and left 8 hours are test data.

The measurement of prediction accuracy are based on Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) and Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) and they are defined as follows:

$$MAPE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{|\hat{x}_i - x_i|}{x_i} \times 100\%$$

(18)

$$RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\hat{x}_i - x_i)^2}$$

(19)

The vital part of proposed method is to determine the size of observation time window. In experimental test, the size $k$ which represents the number of points nearest to $x_i$ of observation time window is to set up from 1 to 15 for finding out the best size $k$ of train data $x_i$ to minimize forecasting error. According to the fifteen results of best size $k$, and the results are shown in figure 5-1 and figure 5-2, the error rate of MAPE and RMSE is lowest when $k$ equals 9. Due to that experimental test is based on a case study of summer period data, so the best $k$ of summer period is 9.

A. Forecasting accuracy evaluation

This part is the evaluation by comparing proposed adaptive ARIMA, conventional adaptive ARIMA with constant forgetting factor and non-adaptive ARIMA, and the training is based on summer period data (case data-1).

Figure 3. Comparison between conventional adaptive ARIMA, proposed adaptive ARIMA and conventional non-adaptive ARIMA.

The MAPE of proposed adaptive ARIMA model is 3.117601044 % that is lower than the conventional adaptive ARIMA model. That means the proposed adaptive ARIMA model is better than conventional RLS-forgetting factor method, and improves 84.821% in MAPE and 75.073% in RMSE error evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MAPE (%)</th>
<th>RMSE (MW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Adaptive ARIMA (0.99)</td>
<td>5.76195944754</td>
<td>630.7553231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Adaptive ARIMA (K=9)</td>
<td>3.117601044</td>
<td>360.280489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Non-adaptive ARIMA</td>
<td>7.423626457</td>
<td>731.9617385</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I MAPE & RMSE OF THREE METHODS UNDER SUMMER PERIOD

According to MAPE and RMSE evaluation of accuracy, the proposed method has the best performance compared with conventional non-adaptive ARIMA and conventional adaptive ARIMA.
B. Stability evaluation of proposed method

For the evaluation of proposed method’s forecasting accuracy stability or robustness, training proposed adaptive ARIMA model with spring period data (case data-2).

The best k is 8 according to the figures above, and establishing model with that k. The train performance is robust both in summer time and spring time. In the same quarter, the patterns of power fluctuations are similar, so we could set up the observation window and use it during each quarter that means there are different values of k during different quarter.

C. Evaluation of weight measure effect on accuracy

For the evaluation by comparing proposed adaptive ARIMA with variable weight based on different type RBF, since the RBF includes Multiquadric, Inverse quadric, Inverse multiquadric and Gaussian. It is necessary to find which RBF is the best measurement of weight with the summer time train data.

The experimental results show that Gaussian RBF that is used in proposed method has the best performance compared with others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Multiquadric</th>
<th>Inverse quadric</th>
<th>Inverse multiquadric</th>
<th>Gaussian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAPE (%)</td>
<td>36.42854145</td>
<td>5.58506678</td>
<td>32.47059133</td>
<td>3.117601044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE (MW)</td>
<td>3728.53073</td>
<td>675.8263875</td>
<td>3296.194113</td>
<td>360.280489</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III. MAPE & RMSE OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS (k = 9, using data of case-1)
In addition, the different weight measure is applied into spring period to test the accuracy. The experimental results show that Gaussian RBF that is used in proposed method has the best performance compared with others.

The results are showed that the Gaussian function has the best performance compared with other functions, and Gaussian function has good robustness both in spring and summer period.

Table IV. MAPE & RMSE OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>MAPE (%)</th>
<th>RMSE (MW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiquadric</td>
<td>27.2854783</td>
<td>1864.684048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse quadric</td>
<td>17.77760811</td>
<td>1552.856603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse multiquadric</td>
<td>13.543691</td>
<td>1007.548254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>18.86683543</td>
<td>187.1342959</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed method improves 84.821% in MAPE and 75.073% in RMSE error evaluation compared with conventional adaptive ARIMA that is based on the training of summer data. In addition, the proposed method also need to be trained with other city’s data to test the robustness in the future work.
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